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This paper presents the design and prototype implemen-
tation of the SELFNET Fifth Generation (5G)Mobile Edge
Infrastructure. In line with current and emerging 5G archi-
tectural principles, visions and standards, the proposed in-
frastructure are established primarily based on a Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC) paradigm. It leverages Cloud Com-
puting, Software-DefinedNetworking (SDN) andNetwork
Function Virtualization (NFV) as core enabling technologies.
Several technical solutions and options have been analysed.
As a result, a novel portable 5G infrastructure testbed has
been prototyped to enable preliminary testing of the inte-
grated key technologies, and to provide a realistic execution
platform for further investigating and evaluating SDN and
NFV based application scenarios in 5G networks.
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1 | INTRODUCTION6

Whilst the Fourth Generation (4G) or Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks represent a significant step forward in7

terms of connecting people and providing advanced services to nomadic customers, the emerging Fifth Generation8

(5G) networks target to empower a fully connected global mobile society to create unprecedented socio-economic9

impact beyond the Year 2020. Such an ambitious vision is driving further innovation and underpinning the design and10

implementation of novel 5Gnetwork architectures. As part of the global 5G initiatives, the SELFNETproject [1] has been11

launched in Europe under the EUHorizon 2020 5G-PPP (5G Infrastructure Public-Private Partnership) programme.12

In strategic terms, 5G networks are expected to deliver substantially improved performance defined by a set of Key13

Performance Indicators (KPIs) [2]. One of the key performance indicators is to reduce the time required to provision14

networkmanagement services within a 5G network from 90 hours to 90minutes, in order to enhance the competitivity15

of the telecommunication operators in terms of both capital and operational costs andmake their infrastructures agiler16

against constant business requirements. This KPI has been themainmotivation for this research work. It is essential17

that the architectural design of the SELFNET framework is clearly alignedwith 5G architectural visions and compliant18

with 5G standards under development. In particular, the development of SELFNET has been in line with the vision19

from the 5G-PPP such as [3], the 5G principles from theNext GenerationMobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance such as20

[4] and related 5G standards, especially ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)MEC (Mobile Edge21

Computing) [5][6] and ETSI NFV (Network Function Virtualization) [7].22

Themain contributions of this paper is to present the architectural design of SELFNET’s 5GMobile EdgeComputing23

infrastructure together with a detailed explanation of how this infrastructure has been technically validated. This paper24

integrates the following scientific contributions as indicated below:25

• Novel 5G networkmanagement architecture where a significant number of technologies, protocols and standards26

including SDN, NFV, Cloud Computing, Mobile Edge Computing and so on are combined and validated in a fully27

functional infrastructure.28

• Highly coordinated automation amongst all the management planes available in the different layers of the architec-29

ture to provide zero-touch orchestration from batemetal.30

• Significant extension to the ETSI NFVMANO (Management andOrchestration) standard to cover themanagement31

of the physical machines of theMobile Edge Computing architecture.32

• Achievement of the ambitious 5G-PPP KPI on service deployment time under 90minutes in the proposed architec-33

ture, validated through different empirical stress tests.34

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the architectural design of35

the SELFNET infrastructure, Section 3 focuses on themanagement plane of the infrastructure and Section 4 describes36

the functional validation of the prototype testbed implementation. Section 5 shows the testbed and the empirical37

results of the 5G service deployment. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by explaining the potential development38

path being consideredwithin the SELFNET consortium.39

2 | SELFNET INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN40

Mobile Edge Computing. The architecture proposed is mainly based on, while significantly extending and improving,41

theMobile Edge architecture envisioned by ETSI. Figure 1 depicts a number of network edges (two of which are shown),42
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geographically separated from the data centre. These are used to allocate the operational andmanagement services43

that need to be deployed close to the user in order tomeet performance requirements. Figure 1 also shows a Cloud44

Radio Access Network (C-RAN) deployment [8] in a network edge (EDGE 1). Therefore, Edge 1 controls a pool of45

geographically dispersed antennas identified in the figure as Radio LastMile (RLM) locations. The proposed does not46

aim to provide any new 5G air interfaces. This is an area currently being explored by a number of other 5G-PPP projects47

in Europe [9] and by other researchers across the globe (e.g., [10]).48

C-RAN. Some assumptions about the future 5G air interface have beenmadewhen designing the proposedmo-49

bile edge architecture. In particular, it is assumed that the new 5G air interface would be compatible with a C-RAN50

deployment, which offers two locations where functionalities related to the data and control plane of the new air51

interface could be placed. This C-RAN approach follows the RAN cloudification trend in 5G andMobile Edge Computing52

paradigms.53
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F IGURE 1 Architectural overview of the 5G SELFNET infrastructure

Optical Plane. Communication links between the edges and the data centre (1* in Figure 1) are expected to54

be of high density with very high data rates and very low latency. In a production environment, this connectivity55

would be complex andmay encompass several technologies such asWavelength DivisionMultiplexing (WDM)with56

Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexers (ROADM) at the ends of the communications link in order to meet57

critical 5G KPIs. The architecture does not focus on the data plane, consequently, this aspect has been simplifiedwhen58

prototyping the connection links between different edges. By using Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) computing59

equipment for allocated software services in both datacentre and network edges, the proposed architecture is expected60

to significantly reduce capital investment costs. This can be achievedwhile providing services at themost appropriate61
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location whichmay be at the edge closer to the user where required to improve the efficiency of a service.62

IP Networks. It is assumed the use of IP networks. This architectural decision has previously driven the evolution63

from2G/3G (Second/ThirdGeneration) [11] to 4G [12]mobile networks andwill continue being adopted in 5Gnetworks.64

Such an assumption is necessary in order to both facilitate the execution of services on top andmaximise its impact in65

themarket.66

Operating System (OS). In order to accommodate the widest range of services, the proposed infrastructure has67

been designed as a heterogeneousOS environment supporting the wide variety of OSs available in themarket. There-68

fore, system architects and service designers will be able to select the most appropriate operating system for each69

service. For example, the allocation of a Baseband Unit (BBU) service at the network edge may require a real-time70

enabledOS, whereas the allocation of services for management purposesmay tolerate traditional non-real timeOSs.71

Virtual Infrastructure. The use of virtualization is paradoxical, with significant pros and cons. Therefore, it is72

important to consider whether it should be an indispensable or optional component of 5G architectures. The main73

advantages of virtualization can be defined in terms of enhanced management, reliability, isolation and control of74

computational resources. Conversely, themain disadvantage is the performance penalty incurred by introducing this75

layer. Therefore, a trade-off between functionality and performancemay need to be consideredwhen designing 5G76

architectures. An investigation of the state of the art virtualization technologies has been carried out in order to analyse77

the level of performance penalties that theymay incur.78

Amit et al. [13] have recently provided a significant improvement in the data plane of virtualised workloads with79

intensive Input/Output (I/O) required in 5G infrastructures. A throughput penalty in the range of 0% to 3% for inten-80

sive I/O applications has been reported together with a latency overhead of around 2% in comparison to bare-metal81

performance. This performance penalty when using virtualization is largely negligible for modern servers and is out-82

weighed by the benefits of virtualization, which justifies our employment of virtualization technologies in the proposed83

infrastructure. It is worth noting that, in order to support a wide range of use cases, the proposed infrastructure is84

able to deal with both virtualised and bare-metal service deployments (without virtualization). Furthermore, support85

for heterogeneous virtualization technologies may be required within the 5G architectures managed on top of the86

infrastructure. It is important to note that, regardless of the specific virtualization technology being used, the usage of87

virtualization implies the use of virtual switches implemented in software. These are to interconnect different Virtual88

Machines (VMs) allocatedwithin the same physical machine. Different hypervisor technologies have been analysed89

using well-known hypervisors such as KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) [14][15], QEMU (Quick Emulator) [16][17],90

VMWare [18][19], LXC (Linux Containers) [20], VirtualBox [21] and XEN [22]. As a preliminary result of this analysis,91

KVMhas been recommended as a promising candidate to achieve hardware-based virtualization that meets the re-92

quired performance levels. In addition, LXC has been recommendedwhen kernel-based light virtualization providing93

solutions suitable for supporting softwarewith real-time requirements is needed. Management of the virtualization94

layer providesmulti-tenancy support over the virtual infrastructure by smartly configuring virtual switches and VMs.95

Use of a virtual infrastructure enables the deployment of virtual topologies. By adopting a Software-DefinedNetwork96

(SDN) approach, themanagement of the different network segments and the control of the connection of VMs to a given97

network segment can also be enabled. Thereby giving the functionality needed to create any potential topology required98

in 5G architectures, and enable the self-management of such virtual topologies using the proposed infrastructure [23].99

4G/5G Infrastructure. Figure 1 depicts an overview of a basic LTE (including LTE-Advanced) architecture, its100

current main architectural components and how they are deployed across different locations within the network.101

Initially, LTE has been employed to build the SELFNET framework, although going forward, the project will track the102

continuous evolution from LTE to 5G networks and continue to ensure that the framework remains aligned with103

ongoing 5G developments. Conceptually, LTE is divided into a control plane and data planes. LTE [24] has the following104
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F IGURE 2 5G reference architecture

components:105

• Authentication Server Function (AUSF). This function is part of the 3GPP 5G Architecture, which is used to106

facilitate 5G security processes.107

• UnifiedDataManagement (UDM). This component is related to the 3GPP 5GArchitecture, supporting the ARPF108

(Authentication Credential Repository and Processing Function) to store long-term security credentials used in109

authentication for Authentication and Key Agreement. In addition, it stores subscription information.110

• Core Access andMobility Management Function (AMF). This function is part of the 3GPP 5G Architecture. Its111

primary tasks include RegistrationManagement, ConnectionManagement, ReachabilityManagement, Mobility112

Management and various functions related to security and access management and authorization.113

• SessionManagement Function (SMF). This function is related to the 3GPP 5GArchitecture and is one of themain114

functions in the Next Generation Core. As such, it includes various functionality relating to subscriber sessions115

such as session establishment, modification and release.116

• Policy Control Function (PCF). The PCF is related to the 3GPP 5GArchitecture. This function supports the unified117

policy framework that governs network behaviour. In so doing, it provides policy rules to control plane function(s)118

to enforce them. In order to facilitate this, subscription information is gathered from the UDM function.119

• Application Function (AF). The AF is a logical element of the 3GPP PCC framework which provides session related120

information to the PCRF in support of PCC rule generation.121

• User Plane Function (UPF). The User Plane Function is related to the 3GPP 5G Architecture. It is similar to the122

roles played by the Serving/Packet Gateway in a 4G LTE system. The UPF supports features and capabilities to123

facilitate user plane operation. Examples include packet routing and forwarding, interconnection to the Data124

Network, policy enforcement and data buffering.125

• Data Network (DN). The Data Network is related to the 3GPP 5G Architecture. It identifies Service Provider126

services, Internet access or third-party services.127
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AnyUE gains access to the network via a connection to the antennawhich is controlled by the E-UTRAN/Evolved128

Node B (eNB) or, in a Cloud-RAN environment, the BBU+Radio Remote Head (RRH) whose functionalities cover129

control of the air interface and provision of connectivity to both data and control planes of the mobile network. A130

more comprehensive description of the different architectural components available in LTE and their architectural131

relationship with the SELFNET project can be found in [25]. It is also worth noting that LTE infrastructures currently132

provide a number of mechanisms that enable LTE architectural components to be shared by different mobile operators.133

Several open source and closed implementations were analysed in order to inform our choice of the software stack134

to be used for prototyping purposes. These included the LTE-EPC (Evolved Packet Core) Network simulator LENA135

[26] running in the Network Simulator (NS-3) [27], OpenAirInterface (OAI) [28] and a number of proprietary solutions.136

Multi-tenancy capability support in the antenna, known as Multi-Operator Core Network (MOCN) [29], has been137

standardised by the 3G Partnership Project (3GPP) [30]. It is expected that 5G architectures will provide similar, or138

enhanced, mechanisms for sharing architectural components in amulti-tenancy environment. Themain intention of139

multi-tenancy provisioning is to significantly reduce both capital and operational expenditures (CAPEX and OPEX,140

respectively).141

SDNController. The proposed infrastructure decouples the data and control planes of the network and, in doing142

so, provides a logically centralised control element capable of governing the complete set of devices available in the143

network. This controller (henceforth referred to as the SDNController) has a holistic view of the network enabling it to144

enforce the set of actions that need to be performed in the network elements in order to correctly handle a new data145

flow passing through the network. This centralisedmanagement requires the use of SDN-enabled network elements146

capable of being configured by an SDNController. Importantly, centralization of control of the network does not imply147

a central point of failure or a bottleneck in terms of performance. In fact, modern SDN Controllers use clustering148

approaches, high availability and othermethods to ensure their scalability, performance and to enforce governance.149

The SDNController underpins the networkmanagement and governance described in Section 3.150

3 | NETWORK MANAGEMENT ON 5G SELFNET INFRASTRUCTURE151

In SELFNET, great importance is attached to the reduction of provisioning time for new services. Across a range152

of use cases, automation is used as a key enabler to reduce provisioning time. This is accomplished in a range of153

scenarios where: i) new hardware is being inserted, replaced or removed from the infrastructure; ii) new services are154

being deployed, undeployed or redeployed; iii) support for themanagement of virtual infrastructures is inserted; iv)155

configured and controlled; v) virtual infrastructures are created, destroyed andmigrated; and vi) virtual services are156

deployed, undeployed or redeployed in virtual infrastructures; etc. Figure 1 additionally depicts our vision for the157

management plane of the physical layer ofMobile Edge Computing infrastructures for 5G architectures. The vision is158

completely alignedwith the standardised ETSI NFVMANO architecture [31], while providing significant extensions and159

improvements to the standard. In the interests of clarity, the naming of SELFNET components has been alignedwith160

that of the ETSI NFVMANO standard [32].161

Physical Infrastructure. The proposed architecture considers a number of architectural considerations. For exam-162

ple, management of multiple geographically separated physical locations, i.e., edges and data centre. Multi-tenancy163

hardware resource sharing amongst telecommunication operators (telcos), energy monitoring and management of164

network hardware and automatedOS and software installation are provided by the SELFNET Physical Infrastructure165

Manager (PIM). SELFNET also enables management of the physical infrastructure, from bare-metal, through Cluster166

Management Configuration and Provisioning Tools such asMetal-as-a-Service (MaaS) [33], Rocks Cluster [34], HP Clus-167
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terManagement Tool (CMT) [35]. The Physical InfrastructureManager also provides the business logic formanagement168

and synchronization of the physical infrastructure [36]. This architectural element significantly optimises provisioning169

time and enhances the reliability and availability of theOS provisioning service for managed nodes.170

EnergyManagement. One of the targets of the use cases proposed in SELFNET is to reduce end-to-end energy171

consumption. To do so, we need to firstly meter the energy consumed by all elements involved in the end-to-end172

provision of a service, starting from the wireless access network with its physical antennas and continuing with the173

computing resources that will be used to execute the software components in the virtual infrastructure. Two different174

approaches can be taken to monitoring energy usage: out-of-band interfaces or in-band interfaces. Open Energy175

Monitor [37] is an interesting example of an out-of-band tool, an open source monitoring system based on Arduino176

[38] that measures electricity consumption. This tool can be combined with SEGmeter [39], another Arduino based177

tool. eNOS [40] is a cloud-based open source energymanagement system that measures electricity, consumption, etc.178

and also provides a toolkit to build a cloud-based energy dashboard. The architecture has to provide amechanism by179

which physical network resources can be remotely powered up or instructed to hibernate tomeet the energy usage180

targets of the network. The Intelligent PlatformManagement Interface (IPMI) mechanism provides powermanagement181

facilities by communicating, through a dedicatedmanagement network interface, with the BaseboardManagement182

Controller (BMC). In-band powermanagement can be also achieved using theWake on LAN (WoL) mechanism. This183

legacy approach offers the ability to send control packets to the Network Interface Card (NIC), which in turn signals the184

power supply unit or motherboard to start/up shutdown. WoL usesMAC addressing rather than IP addresses. It lacks185

the functionality in remote access to Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) and Unified Extensible Firmware Interface186

(UEFI) and flexibility in out-of-band and sideband connectivity of the IPMI interface.187

Service Provisioning. Once the physical infrastructure is provisionedwith anOS, the infrastructure is ready for the188

provisioning of the software services. In fact, the same approach can also be adoptedwhen a virtual infrastructure is189

already provisionedwith anOS. The process of customizing an image to provide a specific service can be performed190

following a static or a dynamic approach. The static approach requires an image, which contains the appropriate191

software preconfigured, i.e., NVF software that it starts automatically after booting. The dynamic approach relaxes192

these constraints and allows the image to be customised after being started. The static approach to customization193

of volume images depends on operations staff to create a volume image prior to deployment, in which theOS and all194

services to be provided are already installed and properly configured according to the requirements of the organization.195

This approach creates standardised images that can be reused to deploy similar variants of the service but hasmany196

limitations. Firstly, the operation staff needs to perform the installation and configuration of all required services197

manually. Secondly, images must be maintained on a regular basis, applying patches for security and other reasons.198

Thirdly, each time the image is changed, the new version has to be uploaded. This might be very time consuming199

since a typical volume can easily bemanyGBs in size andmust be transferred over the network. Finally, it is difficult200

to offer flexibility in configuration, since every configuration option leads to a possible new image that needs to be201

created, uploaded andmaintained by operations staff. The dynamic approach has also advantages and disadvantages.202

Firstly, everything could be performed automatically, reducing the time to provision the services. Secondly, only the203

required software packages rather than the whole volume image needs to be sent over the network, making the204

deployment process much agiler. Finally, themaintenance of the base volume image is easier since there are fewer base205

images. Themain disadvantage is that required time to boot an imagewith respect to a ready-to-run image previously206

configured using a static approach is significantly higher. Both approaches have been carefully analysed in the proposed207

architecture, resulting in a decision to support both approaches in order to offer flexibility in deciding which one is208

better for each use scenario and to allow a combination of what are essentially complementary approaches. The static209

provisioning of services can be provided by tools likeGhost [41], Clonezilla [42], PartImage [43] or FOG [44] at a physical210
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layer, or by the virtualised file system provided by almost all the hypervisors available in the market such as Virtual211

Disk Image (VDI) [45], virtualMachine Disk (VMDK) [45], Quick emulator (QEMU) Copy onWrite (QCOW2) [46], to212

name but a few. On the other hand, dynamic provisioning is usually performed by configuration management tools.213

There are a number of tools of this type available in themarket such as Puppet [47], CHEF [48][49], SmartFrog [50][51],214

Juju [52] and Ansible [53][54]. These tools enable the automatic deployment and configuration of software services215

within the virtual and physical infrastructure. Figure 1 illustrates these two deployment capabilities together with the216

control of the life cycle of the deployed services bymeans of the Virtual Network Functions (VNF)Manager –VNFM–217

and its correspondent interfaces to the VNFs and ElementManagement System (EMS). The implementation of this218

automatic deployment of services is another important step in the reduction of the time required to deploy network219

services within the new 5G architecture.220

Virtual Infrastructure. The virtual infrastructure proposed offers virtualised resources (network, computing and221

storage), cloud-basedmulti-tenant support, monitoring [55] andmanagement of virtual resources, and VNF deployment222

support. Themanagement of the virtual infrastructure is achieved through Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) [56][57].223

Figure 1 shows theVirtual InformationManager (VIM)madeupof an IaaS stack such asOpenStack [58], CloudStack [59],224

OpenNebula [60] and an SDN-enabled Network Controller such as OpenDaylight (ODL) [61], Open Network Operating225

System (ONOS) [62], Ryu [63] and FloodLight [64]. The VIM provides Authentication Services, ImageManagement226

Services, Block Storage Services, CertificateManagement Services, Scheduling Services and aNetworkingManagement227

Service. The NetworkingManagement Service ensures that the network is not a bottleneck or a limiting factor in a228

virtual infrastructure deployment, and gives users self-service capabilities over network configurations. Multi-tenancy229

support for virtual infrastructures is one of the main capabilities achieved by the management plane of the virtual230

infrastructures. It enables tenants to share the same physical infrastructure in a completely isolated way where all231

virtual resources are isolated and protected between tenants. All components described above are able to provide232

multi-tenancy capabilities ranging from the GUI and APIs offering information only to the relevant tenant, to complete233

isolation of the virtual networks (shared in the physical plane) by different networking technologies, e.g., Virtual Local234

AreaNetwork (VLAN) [65], Virtual Extensible Local AreaNetwork (VXLAN) [66][67] andGeneric Routing Encapsulation235

(GRE) [68][69], as well as other encapsulation technologies. This multi-tenancy should now be extended to the edges of236

the networks.237

SDNController. The SDN infrastructureproposedemploys anSDNController centric paradigm to link thebusiness-238

specific SDN-Apps and the underlying virtualised network elements. Key technologies investigated include, amongst239

others, Virtual Tenant Network (VTN) [70], Service Function Chaining (SFC) [71], Network Slicing [4] andmulti-tenancy240

support for SDN-Apps. An approach being primarily considered nowadays is the use of an SDNController as a logically241

centralised controller, where the control of the network functions and the governance of the different network elements242

managed in the infrastructure can be implemented. A logically centralised approach for management purposes enables243

the composition of holistic views of the network, and thus it enables the creation of advanced network intelligent244

protocols to control the traffic in the network, having wider information about the current status of the network245

provided by all network elements controlled. Themain idea is to configure all network elements to be controlled by such246

SDNControllers. Then, when the traffic is passing through such network elements, the SDNController will enforce the247

rules being configured in these network elements. The initial configuration and periodical updates of configuration will248

be conducted by the SDNController dynamically, according to the protocols running in the SDNController. Below the249

reader can find a list of key functionalities considered in the proposed architecture that may be provided by SDN-Apps250

for the 5Gmobile edge infrastructure:251

• Virtual Tenant Network (VTN) isolation manages virtual networks (Layer 2 or L2 domains) and virtual ports252
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connected to such virtual networks in order to provide true L2 slicing and traffic isolation of the traffic associated253

to each of the tenants. The practical implementation of this functionality could be based on tunnelling and tagging254

protocols such asMulti-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [72][73], VLAN, VxLAN, GRE, etc. The aim is to achieve255

themanipulation of logical maps of the network and createmultiple co-existing virtual networks for each tenant256

regardless the underlying transport technology and network protocols.257

• Network slicing, ormore precisely infrastructure slicing in the context of this document, enables end-to-end virtual258

infrastructure sharing for multi-tenants. 5G network infrastructures will become increasingly multi-tenant, hosting259

heterogeneous types of tenants with different requirements, with the need of adopting a service model where each260

tenant is providedwith its own virtual infrastructure. In this context, network virtualization becomes crucial and,261

when combinedwith IT virtualization, allows service providers to createmultiple co-existing isolated end-to-end262

virtual infrastructures for their tenants.263

• Service Function Chaining (SFC) [71][74][75] defines a specifically ordered list of network services/functions (e.g.,264

load balancers, firewalls etc.) based on use scenario requirements, andmanages traffic redirection functionalities265

to ensure that the traffic in the infrastructures is flowing through certain services.266

• Security Group Control (SGC) [76][77] manages firewall-filtering functionalities in order to provide control of267

traffic being produced or consumed in the infrastructure. It includes filtering of traffic based on MAC and IP268

addresses, port number, packet type, etc.269

Figure 3 shows an overview of the intersection between the data and control planes of the network. The bottom270

part presents the data plane. The introduction of a central switch logically connecting all edges has been considered271

(especially for the prototype testbed implementation). It will enable the SDNController to have an enforcement point272

where other overlay services and capabilities can be added into the network in order to control traffic flows. These273

functionalities have been identified in SELFNET Deliverable 2.1 [78] as aWAN (Wide-Area Network) Controller. It274

has been decided to consider this option in order not to limit the architecture vision. The inclusion of this type of275

SDN-App for controlling theWAN traffic would be decided later according to the requirements of the project towards276

the implementation of the use cases.277

Figure 3 depicts an overview of the architecture deployed for themanagement of the control plane inMobile Edge278

Computing infrastructures in 5G architectures. In the control plane shown in the upper part of Figure 3, the controller is279

logically centralised in the data centre. However, it is important to emphasise that a logically centralised SDNController280

does notmean that it would be, architecturally speaking, a single point of failure or a potential bottleneck in the network.281

The SDN Controller can be implemented in a highly distributed way yet offer a logically centralised abstraction for282

the control of the network. The SDN Controller has functional elements for such a distribution allocated in each of283

the edges and the data centre. Most SDN solutions are based on powerful network abstraction approaches that allow284

controlling and provisioning heterogeneous technologies in a unifiedway.285

The extensions to the ETSI NFV standard proposed in this architecture are defined as follows:286

• The extension of themanagement plane to include the new PIM architectural component in charge of themanage-287

ment of the life cycle of physical machines in themobile edge computing infrastructure.288

• A new interface between PIM and VIM to allow themanagement plane to provide homogeneous understanding of289

the different geographical zones available in themobile edge computing infrastructure so that there is an alignment290

between the geographical zones of both physical and virtual computers.291

• A new orchestrator that encloses wider responsibilities than those defined by the NFVOrchestrator existing in the292

ETSIMANO standard. This new orchestrator takes the responsibility to deploy services from baremetal with a293
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F IGURE 3 Overview of the architecture for themanagement of the control plane inMobile Edge Computing
infrastructures for 5G architectures

zero touch interaction with the infrastructure. This zero touch innovation allows network administrators to saved294

significant time in the service deployment.295

It is noted that our proposal realizes an integratedmulti-layer networkmanagement and orchestration architecture296

of 5G networks. Table 1 summarizes the technologies adopted in the validation of the proposal in this paper for the297

various functionalities required, across the different layers including physical, virtual and service layers, to provide a298

complete solution.299

4 | FUNCTIONAL VALIDATION300

There are a significant number of innovations indicated in this paper, and preliminary empirical validations of the301

essential innovative designs have been conducted. The following list summarises the prototypes that have been vali-302

dated through implementation and functional demonstration to validate the technical approaches adopted in different303

components of the architecture presented in previous sections. These prototypes are shown in the infrastructure304

depicted in Figure 4.305

• Physical InfrastructureManager (PIM). This research has developed a customised version ofMeta-as-a-Service306

(MaaS) [33] to enable us the deployment of a PIM suitable to control computational resources allocated in different307

geographical locations and to facilitate the deployment of the physical infrastructure in the data centre and the308

edges of the network. The extension has been focused on providingMobile Edge Computing capabilities overMaaS.309
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TABLE 1 Functionalities and Technologies across Architectural Layers

Physical Layer Virtual Layer Service Layer
Physical InfrastructureManagement MaaS MaaS -
Service InfrastructureManagement Juju Juju Juju

Hypervisor QEMU KVM LXC/LXD
Networking OpenvSwitch OpenvSwitch OpenVSwitch

SDNController OpenDaylight
OpenDaylight

SFC
VTN

OpenDaylight
SFC
VTN

EnergyManagement Open EnergyMonitor - -
Monitoring NFVMon NFVMon -

LTE SDR Ettus x310 OpenAirInterface -
Virtual InfrastructureManager - Openstack Openstack

EDGE 2
Juju EMS

Ubuntu 16.04

Libvirt

Openstack NovaComp

MEC-NFVI

MaaS RackController

MEC-VNF

DATACENTRE

RRH/
DU

RRH/
DU

RRH/
DU

RLM

VNF / NS
Catalog

Ubuntu 16.04

Libvirt

Openstack Nova Comp

NFVI

MaaS RackController

O
p

en
A

ir
-S
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W

VNF

O
p

en
A

ir
-H

SS

O
p

en
A

ir
-P
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W
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en
A
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-M

M
E

Metal as a Service (PIM)

OpenBaton/Juju (VNFM)

JuJu
(Dynamic Service 

Provisioning)

OpenBaton
(Static Service 
Provisioning)

Openstack 
Neutron

Openstack
Controller

Metal As a Service Controller
(Dynamic Infrastructure Provisioning) 

Openstack (VIM)

EDGE 1

Ubuntu 16.04

Libvirt

Openstack NovaComp

MEC-NFVI

MEC-VNF

EDGE 0

Ubuntu 16.04

Libvirt

Openstack NovaComp

MEC-NFVI

MaaS RackController

MEC-VNF
SELFNET 

FMA

SELFNET 
FCA

OpenDaylight
Neutron

SDN

OpenAir-BBU

SELFNET 
FMA

SELFNET 
FCA

MaaS RackController

OpenBaton EMS Juju EMS OpenBaton EMS

Juju EMS OpenBaton EMS

Juju EMSOpenBaton EMS

OpenAir-BBU

SELFNET 
FMA

SELFNET 
FCA

OpenAir-BBU

SELFNET 
FMA

SELFNET 
FCA

F IGURE 4 Prototyped 5GMobile Edge Computing infrastructures

An initial support forMEC capabilities was already available inMaaS. However, MaaS has a strong requirement310

related to the assumption that all the nodes deployedwithin the same geographical zone have access to the Internet,311
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whereas in 5Garchitectures, this is not normally the case and there is only connectivity to the core network segment.312

This limitation has been overcome in our prototype by extendingMaaS. TheMaaS Rack Controller in all the edges313

of the infrastructure andMaaS Controller in the Data Centre can be found in Figure 4.314

• Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM): The prototype employs all the services related to the cloud controller315

and the SDNController to set upmulti-locationmulti-tenancy scenarios. OpenStack has been used as VIM and316

OpenDaylight as SDNController. It has achieved a complete integration between PIM and VIM in order to enable317

truly multi-location capabilities in OpenStack. This integration has required the creation of a new component that318

integrates the different geographical zonesmanaged inMaaSwith the different availability zones controlled by319

OpenStack. See OpenStack Nova Compute in all the edges of the infrastructure andOpenStack Controller and320

OpenStack Neutron in the Data Centre in Figure 4.321

• Networking and SDN Control Services. Networking Gateway capabilities and the SDN Controller have been322

prototyped. Three different prototypes have been implemented based onNeutron, OpenDaylight+Neutron and323

ONOS+Neutron. Finally, OpenDaylight has been used and recommended due to its maturity with respect to the324

Neutron northbound interface provided with Service Function Chaining (SFC) capabilities. See OpenDaylight325

Neutron SDN in Figure 4.326

• Static Service Deployment. Two different prototypes have been implemented to deploy a VNFM implementation327

in charge of performing static provisioning of VNFs into a VIM infrastructure with multi-location support. The328

prototypes are based onOpenMANO andOpenBaton; both have been successfully integrated into OpenStack.329

At the moment of the prototyping, none of them provides real support to deal with multiple availability zones330

efficiently. Finally, OpenBaton has been used and recommended due to the architectural design of the software that331

makes it easier to include the new capabilities into the VIM driver of the OpenBaton architecture. See OpenBaton332

in the Data Centre andOpenBaton EMS in each of the edges in Figure 4.333

• Dynamic Service Deployment. The prototype deploys a VNFM implementation to perform dynamic provisioning334

of the VNFs over both physical and virtual infrastructures[79]. Three different prototypes have been implemented335

based on Juju, CHEF and Puppet, respectively. Juju offers promising capabilities due to its integrationwith both336

OpenStack andMaaS, which allows also the control of the location where the VNF is located. Thus, Juju has been337

used and recommended due to its natural integration with bothMaaS andOpenStack. See Juju in the Data Centre338

and Juju EMS in each of the edges in Figure 4.339

• 4G/5G services. The prototype deploys an LTE infrastructure by means of the VNFMmanager integrated with340

both VIM and PIM into amobile edge computing architecture. The infrastructure is fully virtualised and it has been341

integratedwithinOpenStack using different virtualization technologies, concretely, KVMandDocker/LXC. The342

LTE infrastructure has been prototyped usingOpenAirInterface VNFs, composed byHSS,MME and SGW/PGW343

running in the Data Centre. These are using KVMand BBUs operational in each of the edges running in LXCswith344

hardware devices USBP B210 andMobile Phones LG directly connected to these LXC containers. See the VNFs for345

the 4G/5G services in Figure 4.346

The prototypes have created a proof-of-concept implementation. Two different versions have been implemented.347

One version has only one edge location as a first step enabling the consortium to run services. The other version is an348

extension in which another edge is alsomade available. Each of the geographical locations comes with compute nodes349

where VMs can be allocated.350

There are other works that investigate automatic process to reduce times from various perspectives. A related351

scenario is that the deployment time to create new operators needs to be reduced since theMobile Virtual Network352

Operators (MVNOs) exist. For instance, Martinez et al. [80] addressed aMulti-Layer (Packet andOptical) Aggregation353
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Network, and proposed SDN/NFV orchestration to compose isolated backhaul tenants used for different MVNOs.354

However, no numerical results on time reduction are reported. Moreover, a more relevant aspect is to deploy new355

network elements/functions in the SDN/NFV context andmanage to reduce the deployment time. For example, Katsalis356

et al. [81] proposed to explore a network slicing architecture for 5G communications, and presented some indicative357

results on deploying an LTE eNB as a VNF using Juju over a clean installation. However, no complete and integrated358

solution that is able to reduce the times in all the layers is found in the literature. Controlling and having an absolute359

control of the life cycle in all the layers is the solution that our work achieves.360

5 | TESTBED AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS361

In order to validate the proposed infrastructure against the ambitious 5G KPI related to the fast deployment of 5G362

services, complete automated orchestration of PIM, VIM and SIM has been implemented to achieve a fully automated363

deployment of services into virtualised infrastructures from baremetal. To this end, when a new physical machine is364

attached to our edge, it is detected and automatically configured to enable the power management of this physical365

machine to gain control over the hardware resources. Then,MaaS is invoked to perform the installation of the operating366

system and later on Juju is called, in order to install OpenStack compute service on top of such the physical machine367

to allow VIM to acquire control of the hardware resources. Subsequently, Juju is re-invoked to act now on top of368

OpenStack to perform the deployment of the 5G virtual services, i.e., OpenAirInterface VNF component, on the new369

hardware resources controlled byOpenStack. All these steps contribute to the overall service creation (deployment)370

time of 5G services from baremetal.371

The testbed has been created using 8 physical machines as managed computers, each one having 8 cores, 24GB of372

RAMand 2x1Gbps Ethernet NICs. Thesemachines aremanaged by a physical machine with an Intel Xeon Processor373

E5-2630 v4 with 32GB and 1x10Gbps Ethernet NIC acting as a management plane. The purpose of this testbed is374

to empirically investigate the service deployment time consumed to perform the installation of virtual services for375

5G infrastructures from bare metal. To this end, the physical machines have been virtualised to emulate a larger376

infrastructure with our current physical resources. Consequently, 8 virtual machines have been created on each of377

the 6 physical computers , resulting in 48 virtualised physical machines in total, by utilizing nested virtualization when378

the virtual machines are created on top of OpenStack. Since themain purpose is not to optimise the performance of379

the virtualised service deployed, but to demonstrate the scalability of the proposed architecture, this deployment has380

allowed us to perform the deployment of a larger number of hardware resources. Thus, the number of virtual machines381

is ranged from 1 to 48.382

The 48 VMs are bare-metal VMs and, at the end, all of them should be controlled byOpenStack, and a virtualised383

service for monitoring 5G networks should be deployed in each of them. Between the execution of each of the scenarios384

to be analysed later in this section, a complete clean-up of the VMswas performed in order to allow the execution of the385

experiment was always from baremetal. For each of the scenarios where a given number of physical machines were386

provisioned, two different ramping times have been analysed.387

The ramping time is defined as the time elapsed between themoment when a newVM is started into the infras-388

tructure and themoment when the previous VMwas started. A ramping time of 0means the parallel starting of all the389

VMs at the same time. In addition, a realistic high-stress scenario with a ramping time of 5s and a realistic mid-stress390

scenario with a 10s ramping time were applied, meaning that one new VM is connected to the infrastructure per 5s391

or 10s, respectively. Subsequently, the VMswere deployed using a vertical orchestration strategy where all the VMs392

allocated in the same physical machine are deployed before starting the deployment of further VMs in the next one.393
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It is worth noting the significant time-consuming aspect related to the execution of the experiment, and the service394

creation times are presented in terms of minutes. 10 different executions of each of the scenarios have been carried395

out and the averaged times are those plotted in Figure 5. Once the experimentation has been designed, implemented396

and prototyped, it has required significant execution time (10 executions x 2 experiments x 6 scenarios x 90minutes397

approximately) to gather the results presented herein.398

(a) Average time for 5s ramping time (b) Average time for 10s ramping time

(c) Standard deviation for 5s ramping time (d) Standard deviation for 10s ramping time

F IGURE 5 5G service creation time from baremetal

Twomain experiments have been carried out, where the 5s (left side of Figure 5) and 10s (right side of the figure)399

ramping times have been tested and analysed, respectively, to investigate the behaviour of the proposed architecture at400

different stress levels. Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show the average execution time in each experiment, while Figure 5(c)401

and Figure 5(d) show the standard deviations associated with each experiment. The Y-axis values of the plots represent402

theminutes to perform the deployment. The starting time is measuredwhen the first network packet is detected in403

the experiment, usually related to the packet exchange involved in the Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) booting404

protocol. The ending time is defined as the timewhen the deployment of the last service of the last VM is completed and405

the service becomes up and running. The X-axis values of the plots show the different scenarios that were executed in406

the testbed, specifically, the number of VMs involved in each of the scenarios. The results shown are the average of407

all the times gathered per physical machine. Both X and Y axes are represented using an exponential distribution and408

the size of the bars in the figure follows a linear distribution, which is the base to consider the architecture scalable.409

Furthermore, it shows a slope with an acceptable gradient, which is a significant achievement in the factor of scalability410

of the proposed architecture. It should be noticed that the standard deviations along all the service deployment times411
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achieved along all themachines involved in each of the experiment also show a very slow gradient, which is a clear sign412

of the stability and resilience of the proposed infrastructure in the context of scalability in terms of the number of nodes.413

Figure 5 also shows that the differences in the service creation times between the different scenarios that involve414

different ramping times are insignificant. The results demonstrate good responsiveness against high-stress conditions415

where the ramping time is reduced to half, which is directly related to a double stress condition. Moreover, it should be416

noticed that, in all the scenarios analysed in terms of size and stress conditions, the service creation times on average417

and taking into account the standard deviation fulfil the ambitious KPI set by the EU 5G-PPP programme, i.e., creating a418

new 5G service even from baremetal in less than 90minutes.419
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F IGURE 6 5G service creation time breakdown

Figure 6 shows the percentage of average time consumed across the different steps involved in the deployment420

of a service from bare metal. Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) provide an analysis of the behaviour in the distribution of421

the average time consumed for scenarios with ramping time 5 and 10 seconds, respectively. As can be observed, the422

distribution in times is not affected significantly by the ramping time andmoreover it is clear from the analysis of the423

graphs that themain contribution to the overall times comes from the “Ready” phase. This time represents the time424

between themoment where themachine is ready to be used and the timewhere themachine is selected by the Juju425

scheduler in order to be used as the target for the deployment of the service.426

6 | CONCLUSIONS427

The proposed 5GMobile Edge Computing infrastructure has been designed and prototyped in a realistic testbed imple-428

mentation. Architectural decisions have been taken, wherever appropriate, in order to align the proposed infrastructure429

with the latest andmost innovative trends in the control, management and data planes of softwarised 5G networks. The430

architecture presented is flexible and extensible, which allows it to copewith the architectural evolutions foreseen from431

other 5G research activities. Moreover, it is noted that the proposed infrastructure is agnostic to the 5G air interface432

design, which is an on-going work both within the EU and globally. Comprehensive design considerations for the data,433

control andmanagement planes have been presented, centred on theMobile Edge Computing architecture.434

This research has employedOpenStack for implementing the Virtual InfrastructureManager. No existing automa-435

tion tool has been able to provide a complete deployment of OpenStack integrated with OpenDaylight or any other436
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SDNController, as accomplished in this research. Furthermore, it is worth highlighting that a completely functional437

LTE infrastructure running in virtual infrastructure has been achieved. Both the real hardwaremode using standard438

mobile phones and an emulationmode using software phones have been enabled to facilitate experimentation over a439

portable infrastructure. All the software used is based on open source implementations. It is noted that the proposed440

infrastructure is not constrained to a specific SDNController. Two promising SDNController candidates that offer SFC441

capabilities, ONOS andODL, have been installed and analysed, and a functional demo of SFC capabilities in ODL has442

been achieved.443

It is noted that all themajor design aspects proposed in this document have been implemented in the prototype444

testbed. This research has experimentally achieved noticeable innovation towards a novel 5G infrastructure design and445

implementation. In particular, significant achievements have beenmade and empirically tested in the prototype testbed446

to reduce the services creation time in physical and virtual infrastructures, motivated bymeeting the ambitious KPI447

in substantially reducing service creation time envisioned by the 5G-PPP association and the European Commission.448

An empirical validation of the achievement of reducing service creation time from 90 hours to 90minutes has been449

conducted. The scalability of the architecture and the resilience against the size of the infrastructure has been empir-450

ically validated, tested and analysed by means of intensive testing and in all the executions to demonstrate that the451

concerned 5G-PPP KPI has been achieved through fully automated service deployment introduced by this research.452
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